Abstract. Ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) in combination with gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) and collision-induced dissociation (CID) is evaluated as an analytical method for small-molecule standard and mixture characterization. Experiments show that compound ions exhibit unique HDX reactivities that can be used to distinguish different species. Additionally, it is shown that gas-phase HDX kinetics can be exploited to provide even further distinguishing capabilities by using different partial pressures of reagent gas. The relative HDX reactivity of a wide variety of molecules is discussed in light of the various molecular structures. Additionally, hydrogen accessibility scoring (HAS) and HDX kinetics modeling of candidate (in silico) ion structures is utilized to estimate the relative ion conformer populations giving rise to specific HDX behavior. These data interpretation methods are discussed with a focus on developing predictive tools for HDX behavior. Finally, an example is provided in which ion mobility information is supplemented with HDX reactivity data to aid identification efforts of compounds in a metabolite extract.
Introduction

C
omparative metabolomics experiments can provide researchers with vital information regarding disease processes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A goal of metabolomics investigations is the identification of new biomarkers for early disease diagnosis and the monitoring of disease progression. Biomarker discovery is accomplished through the comparison of identified metabolite abundances within biological samples (e.g., biofluids and tissues). As an example of the power of comparative metabolomics, consider that different types of coronary artery disease (CAD) can be differentiated by unique molecular profiles [2] . Understanding the bio-pathways implicated by changes in molecular concentrations as a function of physiological state may play a crucial role for developing effective treatments. Therefore, one suggested consequence of the effective metabolomics studies noted above would be the tailoring of therapeutic strategies for CAD [2] .
Characterization of metabolomics mixtures presents a number of challenges for analytical chemists resulting from the physicochemical diversity of metabolites (vis-à-vis functional groups, molecular structure, and molecular mass) [7] [8] [9] , the existence of numerous isomers and isobars [8] , and the wide range in concentration of endogenous metabolites [10, 11] . Related to the latter characteristic, molecular concentration ranges in biofluids representing specific physiological states can span more than an order of magnitude [10, 11] . Together these properties present obstacles to high-throughput comparative metabolomics studies and invite the development of new technologies and techniques for complex mixture studies.
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a gas-phase separation technique in which ions traveling in a pressurized drift tube under the influence of a constant electric field are separated based on their shape and size [12, 13] . IMS-MS offers advantages in sensitivity by removing signals from low intensity ions from the interfering signals of higher intensity species, thereby increasing the overall measurement peak capacity [14] . This technique also enables the separation of isomeric and isobaric species, realizing some of the advantages of condensed-phase separations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . It has been proposed that the addition of collision cross-section (CCS) data to metabolomics databases increases the identification accuracy [20] . Furthermore, two-dimensional (2D) plots of m/z vs t D have shown that different classes of compounds can be relegated to distinct regions of analytical measurement space [21] . For example, classes of lipids can be easily distinguished from each other based on their ions' occupation of such regions. Thus, IMS-MS has become an increasingly popular combination for studying metabolite mixtures [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . That said, IMS-MS analysis has two significant limitations for mixture characterization. IMS is a postionization separation step and thus still suffers from effects associated with competitive ionization. Additionally, ion mobilities are strongly correlated with m/z values limiting the overall separation capacity of the IMS-MS combination.
More than two decades ago, gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) coupled with MS (HDX-MS) was introduced as a structural analysis tool for protein and peptide ions [32] [33] [34] . This work was extended to include the study of a wide array of different molecules [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . The approach was also combined with IMS to provide shape and reactivity information for conformers of biological ions [42, 43] . More recently, with the development of nonergodic ion fragmentation techniques, IMS-HDX-MS was used to determine relative deuterium uptake in a site-specific manner for peptide ions [44, 45] . From such studies, a question that has arisen is whether or not HDX profiles can be availed to aid in the characterization of complex mixtures of small molecules.
In a recent article, the usage of gas-phase HDX in combination with ion mobility techniques was proposed as a means for compound identification in 'omics mixtures [46] . The work described various IMS-HDX measurements that could serve to provide unique identifiers for different molecular species and demonstrated the necessary robustness to be implemented in 'omics workflows. In order to be useful as a predictive tool, the physicochemical properties of small molecules affecting HDX must be clearly elucidated. This work presents initial efforts to map such properties. Additionally, an example of how the approach would be used to aid identification of compounds in 'omics mixtures is presented. Through these proof-of-principle studies, the utility of IMS-HDX-MS for metabolite identification is further explored.
Experimental
Sample Preparation
Hydroxyproline, adenine, leucine, isoleucine homocysteine, glutamine, lysine, dopamine, sucrose, and acetaminophen were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and used without further purification. The Avanti lipid mixture and the bovine heart extract were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (Alabaster, AL, USA). Methanol, acetonitrile (ACN), methylene chloride, ammonium acetate, and glacial acetic acid (HCOOH) were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information section show  the molecular structures of the compounds used in this study. A number of single standard and mixture sample solutions were prepared to assess the HDX reactivities of a wide range of sample types with respect to both size and composition. The small molecule mixture consisted of lysine, acetaminophen, and dopamine. The single standard solutions contained one of the small molecules (<200 g/mole) listed above with the exception of sucrose. For the mixture and the single standard solutions, the concentration of the analytes was 0.01 mg/mL in methanol:acetonitrile (1:1). Acetic acid (1%) was added to enhance compound ionization. For preparation of the sucrose standard solution, 10 mg of standard was dissolved in 10 mL of water:acetonitrile (1:1) solution. Ammonium hydroxide (1%) was added to aid compound ionization.
In the study of lipids, three lipid mixture solutions were analyzed as well as the bovine heart extract. A lipid working solution was first prepared by mixing 250 mL of methylene chloride, 250 mL of methanol, and 5 mL of ammonium acetate solution (1 M solution prepared by dissolving 1.54 g of ammonium acetate in 20 mL of methanol). The first lipid standard mixture was prepared by transferring 400 μL of Avanti lipid mix solution to a 20 mL glass vial and adding 3.6 mL of lipid working solution. The second lipid standard mixture contained the isobars 15:0 Lyso PC and 07:0 PC (DHPC). For this sample, 0.1 mg/mL of each standard solution was prepared by dissolving 1 mg of each standard into 10 mL of lipid working solution. The isobaric lipid mixture was prepared by adding 1 mL of each lipid standard solution. The third lipid mixture solution was prepared in identical fashion and contained the isomers (Δ9-Trans) PC (14:1/14:1) and (Δ9-Cis) PC (14:1/14:1). The bovine heart extract solution was prepared by using 400 μL of bovine heart extract and adding 3.6 mL of lipid working solution.
Instrumentation
For mobility measurements, an instrument consisting of a home-built drift tube coupled to a linear ion trap (LTQ Velos) mass spectrometer was used. The instrumentation has been described in detail elsewhere [47] . Briefly, samples were infused (400 nL/min) through a pulled-tip capillary that was biased at ±2000 V relative to the entrance of a desolvation region. The desolvation region houses an ion funnel trap [48, 49] where ions are stored and periodically (frequency of 50 Hz) released into the drift tube. Here ions separate under the influence of a constant electric field (10 V/cm). The drift tube contains He (300 K) at~2.5 Torr. For HDX experiments, partial pressures of~0.02 and~0.04 Torr of D 2 O were added to the He buffer gas via evaporation through a variable leak valve. The experiments for the metabolite standard, the lipid standard, and the bovine heart extract sample were performed in positive ESI mode. For the sucrose sample, experiments were performed in negative ion mode. CID experiments were performed by isolating a precursor ion with a m/z isolation window of ±1.0 Da relative to the centroid m/z value. Selected ions were fragmented using a normalized activation energy of 35.
Drift time (t D )-resolved mass spectra were created with the application of a gating pulse to a Tyndall gate at the back of the drift tube. This gating pulse was delayed with respect to the ion introduction pulse setting the t D of each mass spectrum. The delay was scanned across the entire t D range using a step size of 0.1 ms. Each mass spectrum was converted to a text file and inhouse software was used to assemble a three-column array file containing t D , m/z, and intensity (i) values. The DPlot software suite (HydeSoft Computing, Vicksburg, MS, USA) was used for the generation of 2D plots of m/z and t D values. Using 2D t D , m/z plots as a guide, in-house software was used to extract t D -resolved isotopic distributions for individual dataset features.
Experimental collision-cross sections (Ω) were calculated using the following expression [50] :
where ze is the charge of the ion, E is the electric field strength, T is the temperature of the buffer gas, k b is Boltzmann's constant, and m i and m b are the masses of the ion and the buffer gas, respectively. L is the length of the drift tube, P is the pressure of the buffer gas, and N is the number density of the buffer gas at STP. All experimental measurements were recorded using a constant-field drift tube (DT) while employing helium (He) as a buffer gas. Therefore, using the standard nomenclature, cross-section values (experimental and theoretical) are referred to as DT CCS He .
Simulated Annealing and HDX Kinetics Modeling
Sucrose ions having two different deprotonation sites were generated using the Avogadro software suite. Sites of deprotonation were -OH3 and -OH6 moieties (on the fructose monomer) as shown in Supplementary Figure S1 . Both ions were subjected to simulated annealing using the NAMD software suite. To accomplish this, the ions were heated instantaneously to 1000 K, maintained at 1000 K for 40 ps, and cooled to 50 K over 40 ps. The 50 K structures were then energyminimized and the resulting structure was saved for CCS calculation. This same structure served as the starting point for the next round of simulated annealing. This was performed for 1000 cycles to generate 1000 candidate structures.
DT
CCS He values were computed for all structures using the trajectory method in the MOBCAL software [51, 52] . One structure from each charge site configuration having a DT CCS He value near that observed experimentally was selected for HDX kinetics modeling.
HDX kinetics were modeled using a modified hydrogen accessibility scoring (HAS) approach [53] . Briefly, the contribution of each heteroatom site to the ion's measured HDX rate was scaled according to two factors. The first factor was the distance of the site to the charge site in which values were scaled according to inverse distance. Using these values, all heteroatom sites were then normalized to provide fractional contribution to the overall HDX rate. Next, because distance alone does not describe accessibility, a second factor was used to scale each of the HDX rate contribution scores. This factor was considered based on whether or not the charge site could access the exchange site via molecular motion as well as whether or not the exchange site was involved in significant intramolecular hydrogen bonding. After scaling the individual contributions to HDX rate, the HDX process was modeled for each conformer using an approach described previously [53] . The theoretical isotopic distributions were then calculated for the two different ion conformer types.
The best-fit isotopic distribution obtained from contributions by both conformer types was computed using a pseudo Monte Carlo approach. Here, random, fractional contributions from both theoretical isotopic distributions were evaluated in an iterative manner. The fit did not improve after 1×10
5 iterations. The in-house software then provided the contribution by each conformer type to the best-fit isotopic distribution.
Results and Discussion
Compound Specific HDX Behavior
To best provide unique compound identifiers, an analytical technique must yield a measurement that is orthogonal to each of the other separate measurements. That is, the new measurement must not exhibit significant correlation to other measurements. To demonstrate such a feature for HDX with respect to ion mobility measurements, consider the deuterium uptake of [M+H] + acetaminophen, dopamine, and lysine ions as shown in Figure 1 . These ions were selected to demonstrate variable reactivities for species of relatively similar molecular weight. Additionally, because isotopic distributions tend to broaden upon HDX, acetaminophen and dopamine being of more similar molecular weight offer a test case for resolution of ion signatures. DT CCS He values for these ions are provided in Table 1 . Upon introduction of~0.02 Torr of D 2 O into the drift tube, the major isotopologue peaks demonstrate an incorporation of 6, 1, and 0 deuteriums for lysine, acetaminophen, and dopamine, respectively.
Considering the limited number of heteroatom hydrogens for many small-molecule metabolites, a question of utility arises. That is, if many compounds of similar mass have only two exchangeable hydrogens, how can such an approach be useful? To show utility requires a brief discussion of HDX kinetics. The mechanism of HDX requires the formation of a long-lived reaction intermediate involving the charge site and a less basic site on the molecule [43, 54] . Therefore, in addition to atomic composition, the ion structure (in terms of the relative positions of charge and exchange sites) dictates the rate of HDX of the ions and thus the amount of incorporated deuterium. It might be expected then that the rates of exchange are nearly as diverse as the compound types encountered in the mixture. Indeed, such variability in HDX behavior is demonstrated in Figure 1 . For these ions as well as others examined in this study, different structural attributes result in unique isotopic distributions with characteristic intensities for the M+0, M+1, M+2, etc. isotopologue peaks.
Because of differences in rates of exchange, the ions may also exhibit unique HDX behavior at different partial pressure settings of D 2 O. Supplementary Figure S2 Figure S3) partial pressure setting, the singly-charged ions of 18:1 Lyso PC produce an isotopic distribution in which the most intense feature is the M+2 peak and the M+3 peak is also a major (~30%) constituent (Supplementary Figure S2D) O. For each, the major peak is the M+0 peak; however, for both ion types, there is a noticeable -but similar -increase in the M+1 peak (Supplementary Figures S2E and S2G) . After increasing the partial pressure of D 2 O to~0.04 Torr, both ion types show isotopic distributions in which the M+1, M+2, and M+3 peaks are major constituents. Uniquely for the 14:1 PE ions, the M+4 peak is the dominant feature. Such a bimodal distribution could be indicative of the HDX behavior of different conformer types [34] . Indeed, in the He buffer gas, two conformers are resolved (Supplementary Figure S3 in the Supporting Information section). However, these conformers are not resolved in the He:D 2 O mixture. That said, even for slowly-exchanging conformer types, the 14:1 PE and the 18:1 SM ions show some difference. For example, the M+3 peak shows a greater relative intensity for the former ions compared with the latter ions upon increasing the partial pressure of D 2 O.
Distinguishing Isobaric Ions
Considering the implementation of IMS-HDX with a lowresolution mass spectrometer, it is necessary that isobaric ions exhibit differences in HDX uptake. To provide examples of differences in HDX behavior for isobaric ions, data have been recorded for [M+H] + adenine, homocysteine, lysine, and glutamine ions as shown in Figure 2 . The adenine and homocysteine ions have the same nominal m/z value of 136. Upon addition of D 2 O (~0.04 Torr) to the drift tube, a portion of the adenine ions undergo HDX producing a bimodal distribution in which the dominant peaks in the isotopic distribution become the M+0 and M+2 peaks (Figure 2a) . In contrast, for homocysteine ions the dominant peak in the isotopic distribution becomes the M+1 peak ( Figure 2b ). As mentioned above, lysine ions undergo significant HDX with the M+6 peak being the dominant feature in the isotopic distribution (Figure 2c ). In contrast, for glutamine ions the dominant peak in the isotopic distribution becomes the M+1 peak (Figure 2d) . (Table 1) and are not resolved in the mobility measurement in which He or He and D 2 O buffer gas is used. However, for HDX experiments, clear differences in isotopic distributions are observed at select drift times. As shown in Figure 3 , the M+1 isotopologue peak is the major feature observed at a drift time selection of 10.8-11.0 ms. At 11.2-11.4 ms, the M+2 isotopologue peak is of nearly equal abundance, whereas at 11.4-11.6 ms it becomes the dominant feature in the distribution. This change in the distribution is consistent with a mobility selection that is dominated by 07:0 PC (DHPC) ions at shorter t D values and then becomes dominated by the 15:0 Lyso PC at longer times. Admittedly, the HDX approach may be of limited value for isomeric lipid ions (as well as small-molecule isomers) having the same crosssection. The [M+H] + (Δ9-Trans) PC (14:1/14:1) and (Δ9-Cis) PC (14:1/14:1) ions show similar deuterium uptake values as is also observed for leucine and isoleucine ions ( Supplementary  Figures S5 and S6) . For the lipids, this is somewhat expected as the head group is identical for these species and the ions under HDX for the same amount of time.
HDX Behavior of Lipid Ions
The M + and [M+H] + lipid ions (Supplementary Table S2 ) also display unique HDX behavior as shown in Figure 4 . In summary, ions produce isotopic distributions in which M+1, M+2, or M+3 peaks are the dominant species. For example, the 18:1 Lyso PC ions produce an isotopic distribution in which the M+2 peak is the dominant peak upon introduction of~0.04 Torr of D 2 O (Figure 4a ). The M+3 peak is also present with a relative intensity of~30%. In comparison, the 18:1 ceramide ions yield a broader isotopic distribution where the M+3 peak is the dominant feature (Figure 4b) . M+1, M+2, and M+4 peaks also comprise the distribution having relative intensities of 16%, 45%, and 35%, respectively.
With the addition of~0.04 Torr D 2 O, the 14:1 PE, PC (14:1/ 14:1), and 18:1 SM ions all display isotopic distributions having dominant M+1 peaks. As mentioned above, the 14:1 PE ions also produce a large M+4 peak and the bimodal distribution may result from two different ion conformer types that are mobility resolved in He buffer gas (Supplementary Figure S3) . For the purposes of comparison with the other lipids, the discussion here is focused on the lower m/z features. A comparison of the isotopic distributions of these ions shows differences in the relative intensities of the M+2 and M+3 peaks. For the former ions, the relative intensities are 58% (Figure 4c ), 42% (Figure 4d ), and 70% (Figure 4e ) for the 14:1 PE, PC (14:1/14:1), and 18:1 SM ions, respectively. For the M+3 peaks the respective intensities are 37%, 9%, and 22%. A question that arises is whether or not such differences are significant; that is, can such differences be used to obtain reliable identifications? Extensive experiments have shown that such disparity in isotopic distributions is significant as run-to-run comparisons yield root mean square displacement values of <1.5% [46] . Finally, it is noted that no deuterium uptake is observed for the sodiated form of the lipids as shown in Supplementary Figure S7 in the Supporting Information section. This can be explained by the fact that the sodium cannot participate in the hydrogen-bonded intermediate of the relay mechanism [55] .
Structural Explanations for HDX Behavior
Significant effort has been exerted to develop collision crosssection databases for small molecules [31, [56] [57] [58] [59] . It has been proposed that such databases could find utility in ion identification either through direct matching of ion mobilities or through the locating of an ion's mobility to an analytical region that is associated with a family of compounds [21, 60] . Previously, it was proposed that the matching of isotopic distributions upon HDX could be used in this fashion where comparisons would be made to database compounds [46] . One potential advantage of ion mobility techniques is that, to some degree, measurement predictions are accessible for unknown compounds. Such approaches range from the consideration of substituent contributions to mobility to the use of powerful quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics approaches to obtain structures for cross section calculation comparison [61] [62] [63] . Adding to the capability of HDX prediction to an IMS prediction method could provide a powerful tool for the identification of unknown compounds.
In order to develop predictive tools for HDX behavior, it is important to elucidate the factors governing the reaction process. Because the HDX mechanism requires the formation of a long-lived reaction intermediate involving the charge site and a [43, 54] , it is important to first consider elements of compound structure that favor or disfavor intermediate formation to explain ion reaction behavior. As described above, [M+H] + dopamine ions do not undergo HDX even at the highest partial pressure settings of D 2 O (Figure 1b) . This is observed despite the fact that such ions have five heteroatom hydrogens. From the molecular structure (Supplementary Table S1 ), it can be argued that exchange does not occur because D 2 O cannot hydrogen bond at the charge site and a less basic hydroxyl as these substituents are located distantly (from the charge site) across the aromatic ring. Thus, the relay mechanism is not in effect and HDX is not achieved. In contrast, the flexibility of the side chain of the lysine ions permits the positioning of the charge in relative proximity of a less basic site (e.g., carbonyl) such that HDX proceeds efficiently (Figure 1b) . The incorporation of one deuterium for the [M+H] + acetaminophen ions would then require increased access of the less basic site to the charge site despite being located across the aromatic ring. In this case the charge site is closer to the less basic site compared with the dopamine ions.
For singly charged adenine ions, there are four heteroatom hydrogens. Upon addition of~0.04 Torr of D 2 O, a bimodal distribution is produced where one dominant feature in the isotopic distribution is the M+0 peak and the other is the M+2 peak (Figure 2a) . It is possible that the bimodal distribution results from two different charge arrangements -one in which the charge resides on the primary amine and the other in which it resides on the aromatic ring shown in Supplementary  Table S1 . The lack of exchange of all four hydrogens in both isotopic distributions can be ascribed to the fact that the heteroatom hydrogens are relatively distant to one another. Singly charged glutamine ions have six heteroatom hydrogens. These ions exhibit a relatively small degree of HDX as shown in Figure 2d . Because the heteroatom hydrogens reside at the end of the side chain and the N-and C-termini, the data suggest that these ions are less flexible in that the charge site does not approach the other heteroatom sites as efficiently as is observed for lysine. Providing a rationale for HDX behavior of homocysteine ions based on compound structure (Supplementary  Table S1 ) is more challenging. These ions have five heteroatom hydrogens and the dominant feature in the isotopic distribution is the M+1 peak. Considering that the charge would reside at the amino terminus and thus present significant redundancy in exchangeable hydrogens, the low level of exchange suggests accessibility to the side chain or C-terminal hydrogen alone.
For the lipids (Figure 4 ), the 18:1 Lyso PC ions have two heteroatom sites. The isotopic distribution shows nearly complete exchange with the M+2 peak being the dominant feature. This can be reasoned by the fact that both sites are near less basic sites onto which the deuterium can be shuttled via the relay mechanism. The 18:1 ceramide ions have four heteroatom hydrogens and the dominant feature in the isotopic distribution is the M+3 peak. Additionally, the presence of significant M+1 and M+2 peaks indicates lower HDX efficiency. Assuming that the charge resides at the secondary amine, the HDX behavior can be explained by less accessibility of the terminal hydroxyl group to the less basic carbonyl site, for example. Here the carbonyl site would serve as the less basic site onto which the deuterium is originally shuttled via the relay mechanism. For the 14:1 PE ions, there are four heteroatom hydrogens. The isotopic distribution is bimodal with dominant features corresponding to the M+1 and M+4 peaks. The latter must arise from an ion conformer type in which the protonated primary amine has access to a less basic site allowing transfer of the incorporated deuterium back to the charge site. The conformer type leading to the M+1 peak being the dominant feature must necessarily allow less access of the terminal amine to a less basic site. Again it is noted that two conformer types are resolved by IMS alone (Supplementary Figure S3) The 14:1 PC ions have only one heteroatom hydrogen that exchanges efficiently; the M+1 peak is the dominant feature. This is similar to the high-efficiency exchange of the phosphate hydrogen for the 18:1 Lyso PC ions suggesting facile formation of the reaction intermediate at the site of the phosphate group. Finally, the 18:1 SM ions have four heteroatom hydrogens. Overall, the HDX efficiency of some sites is low as the isotopic distribution is dominated by the M+1 peak with the M+2 peak contributing to the distribution as well. In this case it is possible that the secondary amine -which is not protonated for these ions -and the hydroxyl group are less accessible to either the formation of the reaction intermediate or to the less basic site serving as the original site of deuterium incorporation.
The HDX behavior of the ions shown in Figures 1, 2 , 3 and 4 has been described in terms of the ability of different heteroatom sites to participate in the reaction intermediate involved in the relay mechanism or their relative accessibility to the original site of deuterium incorporation. Thus, a cursory examination of the molecular structure represents the beginning of the development of HDX prediction capability for compounds for which measurements have not been obtained. That said, although a cursory examination of compound structure may help to describe the observed reactivity, for certain ions this may be more difficult. For example, bimodal distributions coupled with considerations of exchange site redundancy is used above to suggest the presence of different conformer types (including charge site configuration). For some species a clear distinction in multiple conformer types may not be drawn easily from the isotopic distribution or the mobility distribution. For example, the differences in m/z range of the isotopic distributions could suggest that some ion populations are comprised of greater structural heterogeneity (conformer types) [53] . That is, as with the bimodal distributions discussed above, it is possible that different conformer types could give rise to the broad isotopic distribution observed for the 18:1 ceramide ions (Figure 4) .
To consider the effect of multiple, unresolved conformers,
-sucrose ions have been studied. Even though these ions exhibit a single conformer type in the mobility distribution (Table 1) , a broad isotopic distribution is observed in which the dominant peaks are the M+0, M+1, M+2, M+3, and M+4 species as illustrated in Figure 5 . The presence of lower m/z peaks suggests that at least one sucrose ion conformer type shows limited access to exchange sites. One explanation could be that different charge site configurations result in conformers that exhibit varying degrees of accessibility to exchange sites. Simulated annealing of deprotonated ions produces several conformers with collision cross-sections that match that observed experimentally. Two conformer types with different charge sites were selected for HDX modeling (see Experimental section above). Conformer 1 (Supplementary Figure S1A) , being deprotonated at the -OH3 site, is charge solvated by hydroxyl groups at the -OH1, -OH2, -OH4, and -OH5 moieties. Conformer 2 (Supplementary Figure S1B) , being deprotonated at the -OH6 site, is solvated by the -OH7 hydroxyl moiety. Other sites are not easily accessed by the charge site for this conformer as determined by modified HAS scoring (see Experimental section). Using the simulated isotopic distributions from the two conformers and a pseudo Monte Carlo best-fit approach, the optimal populations of the two candidate conformers have been computed. The best-fit isotopic distribution as shown in Figure 5 suggests that conformer types 1 and 2 would contribute to the overall HDX behavior with a respective 0.63:1 ion population ratio. That said, the best-fit approach does not accurately capture the intensity of From the analysis above, the range of HDX behavior across metabolite space is expected to be as diverse as the differences in the types of compound substituents and their locations in ion structures. It is stressed that even though the same isotopologues may be the dominant features in the different HDX patterns, their relative intensities can be significantly different (e.g., Figure 4) . It is this diversity that offers the opportunity for using HDX in conjunction with IMS and MS for compound identification. That said, the magnitude of the challenge in developing predictive HDX tools becomes readily apparent with this level of diversity as well. Herculean effort will be required to populate experimental databases and utilize high-quality in silico structures to develop such tools.
Proof-of-Principle Application of HDX Data for Compound Identification Efforts
It is instructive to consider how the IMS-HDX approach might be used for 'omics mixture characterization. Supplementary Figure S8A shows the isotopic distribution after HDX of an unknown compound from the bovine heart extract sample. Here, the dominant species are the M+1 ions. There are also significant contributions to the distribution from the M+0 and M+2 ions. This is very similar to the isotopic distribution obtained for the precursor ions of hydroxyproline. Additionally, the DT CCS He value for the unknown ions is 58.6, which is near that determined for hydroxyproline (Table 1) . Therefore, based on IMS-HDX-MS data alone, a match would be obtained for hydroxyproline. However, a comparison of the CID data for the unknown ions and hydroxyproline ions reveals a major difference, as shown in Supplementary Figure S8C and S8D, respectively. Notably, an intense ion at m/z 90 is present in the fragmentation spectrum for the unknown feature in the bovine sample. This ion is completely absent in the fragmentation spectrum of hydroxyproline. Notably, parallel CID [64] with HDX and deuterium scrambling with HDX have been presented previously as a means to provide other unique identifiers [46] . These methods can also be implemented without adding significant experimental time to create an IMS-HDX-MS/MS approach. In that manner, high-throughput analyses could be availed to eliminate false positive assignments. It is also noted that the post-HDX isotopic patterns of leucine and isoleucine (m/z 132.2) as shown in Supplementary Figure S5 do not match that (Supplementary Figure S8) of the unknown compound providing another example of how this approach aids identification efforts.
In a separate example, a dataset feature (m/z 147.2) from the bovine heart extract is observed to have a DT CCS He value of 64.3 A 2 . Upon adding~0.04 Torr of D 2 O, the ion produces an isotopic distribution in which the M+6 peak is the dominant feature (Figure 6a) . Indeed, the distribution is very similar to that observed for lysine ions (Figure 6b) . Additionally, the DT CCS He value matches that determined for singly charged lysine ions (Table 1) . To support such an assignment, the precursor ions from the bovine heart extract have been isolated and subjected to CID. The dominant fragments are produced by the neutral loss of -NH 3 and -H 2 O. Low-intensity fragment ions are observed at m/z 82 and 103. The same dominant and low-intensity fragment ions are produced upon CID of mobility-selected lysine ions. This analysis would support the assignment of the unknown ions as lysine ions in the heart extract sample. One advantage to the assignment of the ions based on the IMS-HDX-MS information alone is that such information can be obtained from dispersive measurements 
Conclusions
Proof-of-principle experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the utility of IMS combined with gasphase HDX and MS analysis. The work demonstrates that, despite limited numbers of heteroatom hydrogens on many small molecules, unique isotopic distributions are produced. Such selectivity results from differences in HDX kinetics arising from the relative 3D positions of the heteroatoms and charge sites within the various compounds. Although the wide range of different structural arrangements offers great opportunity with regard to selectivity, it presents significant challenges with regard to deciphering the rules governing HDX. Elucidating such rules is necessary to develop accurate tools for predicting HDX behavior. The value of the ability to accurately predict HDX behavior cannot be overstated. Such an approach can be combined with IMS prediction methods [62, 65] to suggest assignments of heretofore unmeasured compounds. These could include species such as newly emerging neuropeptides or drugs of abuse. Therefore, the careful study of the HDX behavior of numerous database compounds should be a significant pursuit in the future.
